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BY 
On the basis of a recentlydeveloped theory for finite swept-
back wings at supersonic speeds, calculations of the supersonic 
wave drag at zero lift were made for a series of wings having thin 
symmetrical biconvex sections with untapered plan forms and various 
angles of aweepback and aspeät ratios. The results are presented 
in a. unified form so that a single chart permits the direct deter-
mination of. the wave drag for this family of airfoils for an exten-
sive range of aspect ratio and sweepback angle for stream Mach 
numbers up to a value corresponding to that at wlüch the Mach line 
coincides with the wing leading edge. 
The calculations showed that in general thewave-drag coeffi-
dent decreased with increasing sweopback. At Mach numbers for 
which the Mach lines are appreciably ahead. of the wing leading 
edge, the 'wave-drag coefficient decreased to an important extent
	
V 
with increases In asDect ratio or slenderness ratio. At Mach 
numbers for which the Mach lines approach the wing leading edge 
(Mach numbers approaching a value equal to the secant of the angle 
of swoepback), the 'wave-drag coefficient decreased with reductions 
in aspect ratio or slenderness ratio. In order to check the results 
obtained by the theory, a comparison was made with the results of 
tests at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of swept-
back wing attached to a freely falling body. The variation of 
the drag with Mach number and aspect ratio as given by the theory 
appeared to be in reasonable agreement with experiments for the 
range of Mach number tested. 
flODUCTION 
Recent developments in airfoil theory for supersonic speeds 
(references 1 and 2) indi1te Pronounc,d. effects of sweepback and
I
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aspect ratio on the drag. In referexiôe 1, a theory was developed 
for calculating the pressure distribution at supersonic speeds and 
zero lift for swept-back wings of arbitrary linear taper and aspect 
ratio having thin symmetrical airfoil sections o± sharp leading 
edges. 
In the present paper, the method. of reference 1 is applled to 
calculate the supersonic wave drag for a series of wings having 
thin symmetrical biconvex sections at zero lift with untapered 
plan forms and various angles of swoepback an& as pect ratios. The 
term "biconvex profile" as used. herein refers to an airfol section 
composed of two parabolic arcs. In each case, the wing is con-
sidered to be cut off in a direction parallel to the direction of 
flight. In the calculations the Mach number is varied from 1.0 
to a value corresponding to that at which the Mach line coincides 
with the wing leading edge. The results of the calculations are 
presented in a. unified form which permits the direct determination 
from a single chart of the irave drag for this family of
	 for 
an extensive range of sweenback angle and aspect ratio for Mach 
numbers from 1.0 to the value orresponding to that at thich the 
Mach line coincides with the wing leading edge, or equal to the 
secant of the angle of swoopback. Although the calculations have 
been made for the biconvex profile, the data my be applied to 
indicate corresponding results for profiles apnroxiinately similar 
to the biconvex. 
In oid.or to illustrate the possible applicility of the 
theor to a typical swept-back wing, thecalculated drag of a wing 
of 14.5 sweopback at zero lift is compaod i-rith the results of 
tests made at supersonic speeds at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical 
Laboratory, on swept-back wings attached to a freely fallthg body. 
SYMBOLS 
X, y, z	 coordinates of mutually perpendicular system of axis 
in wing 
dz/dx	 slope of airfoil surface 
c	 chord of airfoil section, measured in flight direction 
t/c	 thickness ratio of section, measured in flight direction 
A	 angle of sweep, degrees 
m= cot A
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3 
h	 wins semispan measured along y-axis, seinichord.s except 
in appendix A 
'K	 parameter indicating epanwise position equal to y/m, 
semi chords 
A	 aspect ratio 
L/t	 slenderness ratio, ratio of wing semLspan measured along 
leading edge to maximum thiciess of center section 
p	 disturbance pressure 
A	 pressure coefficient,, ratio of disttirbance pressure to dynamic pressure In free stream 
V	 velocity in flight direction 
u	 x-component of disturbance velocity, positive in fli't 
direction 
u caused by source line with reversal in sian of m 
z-component of disturbance velocity 
disturbance-velocity potential 
source factor required to maintain a given wedge angle 
N	 Mach nimiber 
coorLneto ia,Pemwed.along y-axis which is shifted to tip 
.r.etiur,	 i'ds 
Yb	 coordinate measured along y-axis which is shifted to opposite tip section, semichords 
wave drag at section 
Cd	 wave-drag coefficient at section without tip effect 
Cd	 wave-drag coefficient at section including tip effect 
increment in section-wave-drag coefficient caused by wing 
tips
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L\cd...	 increment in section wave-drag coefficient caused by wing 
-	
tip located on same half of wing as section-
increment in wave-drag coefficient at section on one wing 
11	 panel caused by tip of opposite wing panel 
CD	 wave-drag coefficient for wing without tip effect 
CO 
CD	 wave-drag coefficient for wing including tip effect 
AC D	 increment in wave-drag coefficient caused by tips, com-
plete wing 
0D	 increment in wave-drag coefficient on one wing panel caused I	 r adjacent wing tip. complete 
0D	 increment in wave-drag coefficient on one wing panel U	 caused by tip of opposite wing panel complete wing 
CDT	 drag coefficient obtained as sum of coefficients for wave 
M6 and. friction drag 
auxiliary variables which re place x and y, respec-

tively, used to indicate origin of source line 
Primed values of A t y, y,	 b' h, m, dz/dx, and z indi-
cate transformation involving multi plication ay factor 
Subscripts 
11 2	 wings related according to transformation which makes y3 
and m equal respectively for t i(-', wings. 
Subscript notations for u and A indicate the origin of source 
line in terns of coordinates x and y, respectively 
!Ni\LYSIS 
Basic data.- The present analysis is based on thin-airfoil 
theory for small pressure disturbances and a constant velocity of 
sound throughout the fluid. The axes used are the mutually per-
pendicular x, y, z system in whiàh the x-axis is taken in the 
direction of flight positive to the rear, the y-axis is along the 
Led
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span positive to the right, and the z-axis is positive upwards. 
Figure 1 shows the symbols used to desiiate the wing-plan-form 
parameters. The present analysis is made for untapered wings of 
biconvex profile at zero lift and is limited to a Mach number 
range from 1.0 to the value corresponding to that at which the Mach 
line coincides with the wing leading edge, that is, to a value 
equal to the secant of the angle of swoepback. 
Theory.- If p is the disturbance pressure computed for one 
surface of the airfoil section, the wave dra for the section is 
= 
2 1 P ! d 	 (1) dx 
and the section wave-drag coefficient 
,• C 
C =	 I	 dx	 (2) d 
where dz/dx is the slope of the surface of the airfoil at the 
point x. For the symietrica1 biconvex profiles (composed of 
parabolic arcs)
t 
dz ps
 ——r–-.x 
dx c 
where the thiciess ratio t/c may be considered the solo shape 
parameter. From thin-airfoil theory, 
p	 2u 
= - - - = 2– 
Vx V
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where u is the disturbance-velocity component in the x-direction, 
taken positive in the flit direction. For a ;iven swept-back 
wine rith A = cot 3 m, the drag coefficient in equation (2) at 
the spanwise station y may now be mritten as 
lo— 
Cy)	 C	
- 
U y/m 
The desire& inteana u in equation (3) may be determined 
by the procedure given in reference 1. On the 'oasis of the 
linearized, theory, reference 1 derives a solution representing an 
oblique (swept-back) source line makingthe anr;ie of sweepback A 
with the y-axis. This solution utilized. for the pressure field 
or for the disturbance velocity is the real part of 
I cosh
I3Jy'x 
where the subscript notation indicates that the source line starts 
at the origin of coordinates (x = 0, y = 0). Equation (It) is 
shon In reference 1 to satisfy the boundary con,!tion for a thin 
obliq ue wedge making the half-angle 	 in the transformed \ dx 
coordinate system of reference 1 (y' yf3, z' = z) idiore 
I	 t	 '.1 idz	 v	 it Vi - rn" 
	
= - V
	
m 
-	
I. In order to obtain an. equal wedge angle 
V \dx/	 ' 
in the physical coordinate system, the followin3' relations between 
the transformed coordinates of reference 1 and the physical coor-
dinates are used
= 
=
(3) 
(Li.)
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where v and w refer, respectively, to the vertical velocities 
In the transformed and physical coordinate systems. Thus 
Qc	 z' W
	 - 
= w'f3 
z'	 Z. 
The half-angle of the wedge is then determined. as 
or the reouired source factor in order to maintain the desired 
wedge angle is
I=	 -_.m
	 E	 (5) 
\/l - ni22 dx 
By superposition of solutions of the wedge type, swept-back 
wings of desired profile shape and. plan form can be built up 
(reference 1). In order to satisfy the boundary conditions over 
the surface of a biconvex wing, semi-infinite source lines of 
equal strength are placed along the leading and trailing edges 
beginning at the center section, in conjunction with a constant 
distribution of sink lines along the chord.. At the tip, where the 
wing is cut off, reversed semi-infinite source and. sink lines are 
distributed. so ad to cancel exactly the effect of those originating 
at the center . section in the entire region of space outboard of the 
tip. In the present analysis, the tip is assumed to be cut off in 
the direction of flight. The term tip effect" refers to the 
effect of this wing cut-off. The form of the integand u for 
equation (3) Is given in appendix A. 
In calculating the wave drag over the wing, the disturbances 
due to the elementary sources, and. sinks are evidently limited, to 
the regions enclosed by their Mach cones. Figure 2 shows the 
typical Mach lines 'originating from the source lines at the leading 
and trailing edges of the center and tip sections over a wing of 
up^^*
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t.5° sweepback. Figure 2(a) shows the Mach lines for the infinitely 
long wing, and fire 2(b) includes the Mach lines starting from 
the tip section. In each case the disturbance over the wing caused 
by the leading- and trailing-edge source lines is limited to the 
region of the wing behind the corresponding Mach line. The regions 
affected by each of the Mach lines are Indicated in figure 2(b) as 
regions I to IV. Region I represents the part of the wing affected 
by the sink line starting from the leading edge of the adjacent 
tip; region II represents the wing area affected by the sink line 
starting from the opposite tip. Region III is influenced, by the 
source line starting at the leading edge of the center section and 
Includes the entire wing'; region IV is influenced by the source 
line starting at the trailing edge of the center section. 
The resultant velocity u at a point on the wing is made of 
the component velocities caused by each of these source and. sink 
lines whore the influence of each component is restricted to the 
regior behind its Mach line. The drag coefficient C	 is there-
fore obtained by evaluating' in equation (3) the Into'and- U0 
over the entire section (region III), the into'and Uc , O over 
part of the section included in region PT, end. the Inteands for 
the u-components caused by the sink distributions along the pro-
file (fig.. 2(b) and appendix A, equation (A2)). The drag coeffi-
cients Aga, and AcdI, are obtained similarly by integrating 
along the section in the regions I and II, respectively, In addi-
tion to the integrations for the u-components caused by the source 
distributions along the profile (appendix A) . The limits of into 
rations for x along the chord and for y along the span, which 
represent the boundaries for the regions of influence for the 
individual u-functions required fore biconvex profile, arc given 
in the table in appendix A. 
Formulas for section wave-drag coefficients.- The formulas 
for the section drag coefficients obtained by integration of the 
u-functions and by use of equation (3) are presented in appendix B. 
Those formulas give expressions for the drag coefficient without 
the tip effect Cd and also the expressions for the incrernents 
in c caused by the tip Pffah S, 
Wcved.ra coefficients , for complete _wing.- In the present 
investigation the section drag coefficients expressed by the 
equations In appendix B were into'atcd graphicall
y
 to obtain the 
results for the wing-drag coefficients. Subsequently, however, 
it
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analytical expressions for the integrations were obtained. These 
formulas for the wing-drag coefficients, are presented- in appendix B. 
Drag coefficient of swept-back wing at Mach number of 1.0.-
The solution of the equations for c  given in appendix B shows 
that, for a symmetrical untapered finite swept-back wing at Mach 
number of 1.0 and zero lift, positive and negative infinite values 
for Cd are obtained- at various sections of the wing. The inte-
gration over the wing of the limiting values for these infinite 
terms, however, gives zero. Although some sections of the wing 
have infinitely positive, or negative drag, the total drag coeffi-
cient over the wing results in a finite value. The prediction of 
infinite values of drag at certain sections of the wing clearly 
violates at these sections the assumption of small disturbances 
from which the linearized. theory is derived. The calculated- values 
for the total drag coefficient at Mach number 1.0 are therefore 
questionable. The formulas for the total drag at Mach number 1.0 
are presented in appendix B. 
Conversion of drag solution to series of related wings.- An 
examination of equations (Bl), (B3), and (B5) indicates that the 
drag solution obtained for one value of m and M may be applied 
directly to obtain the drag for a whole series of wings in which 
each wing is at a certainappropriate Mach number. (Equation (Bi) 
is formed by adding expression (Blb) to the right-hand side of 
equation (Bla).) For example, equation (Bi) may be expressed in 
the following form:
	
c(y)= (t)2
	
P (1 m	 (6) CO	 c 
where F (, mP refers to the variable terms and where mf3 = 
\m3	 / 
and	 = K. If the subscript 1 refers to a wing at Mach number 
corresponding to Pi an& the subscript 2 
to any other wing at the 
Mach number corresponding to P2, then the drag coefficients for 
the two wings may be obtained from equation (6) as follows: 
8 /t\ 2 m11 (ylp1
Cd = --	 F	 ,mi3	 (7a) 
	
C i1	 .ml1
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8 (1)22 m22 ("2 10 222
m22)	 (71)) 
Equation (7) shows that =	 and
 
(t/c)32 2
	
(t/c)12 cot A1
	 (8) 
Cd 
0-1 	 11-10 
d	 (t/c) 2d
 1	
d.	
(t/c) 22 cot A2 
where °d
	
and c	 refer to the spanwise positions y1 and 
yiI3j, 
----, respectively. In a similar manner, it can be shown that if 
two wings are related according to y11 y22 and mlP 1 m2 
the section drag coefficients obtained for wings 1 and 2 from equa-
tions (B3) and. (B) are in the same ratio as that expressed in 
equation (8). Equation (8), therefore, may be generalized to apply 
to the total drag coefficient at the section or, 
•	 (t/c)1 cot Al 
C d.1 Cd2	
cot 
wherecd.1 and c 2 refe' to the spanwiso positions yj and 
-•-, respectively. 
The wing-drag coefficients for wings 1 and 2 are given, 
respectively, by
CD=	 Jo Cd dy1 
I
(9)
(10)
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h2 
	
CD, =	 Cd,2 [1, dy2	 (U) 
tb 
By substituting for the inte.'and c ,
 in equation (10) the role-
tionohlp expressed in equation (9) and. by substituting	 - 
for dy1, equation (10) may be written as: 
	
(t/ 
1
c) 	 Al 
fh2 Cd,2dY2 
	
ai2(t/c)	 cotA2o 
or
(t/c)12 cot Al	 (12) 0D1
 CD2 (t/c) 22
 cot A2. 
Equation (12) permits a rapid determination 
	 drag coeffi-
cient for wings of arbitrary sweephack, aspect ratio, and thic1ess 
ratio (within limitations of airfoil theory) from data obtained for 
one swept-back wing for the appropriate range of aspect ratio and 
Mach number. For this pur ppse, use of a. wing. of 45 0 sweepback as 
the reference wine is most convenient. If the subcript2 is usea 
to refer to the parameters for the wing of 450 sweepback and the 
subscript 1 Is dropped,, equation (12) becomes 
CD2 (t/c) 2 cot A 
(t/c)22 
where CD and. CD2 refer to wings whose aspect ratios and Mach 
numbers are related, by the following eqt'ations:
12	 NACA PM No. L6K29 
A2 = A tan A
	
(34) 
13 2	 13 cot A	 (15) 
The foregoing analysis shows that the results obtained for a 
wing of 450 sweepbaok and. a given aspect ratio A2 can be 'rano-
formed by means of equation (13) to all wings for which the aspect-
ratio parameter A tan ., A = A0 and the Mach number parameter 
13 cot= 2' 
The 07oupin3 of the parameters as indicated in the foregoing 
analysis permits the use of a single generalized chart for pre-
senting the drag results.. This chart is discussed in the section 
entitled esults and. Discussion." 
Prandtl-Glauert rule modified ±or supersonic flows. - In con-
sidering the linearized, problem of supersonic flow past a wing, it 
is often convenient to refer the supersonic results for a given 
wing to a transformed wing at a reference Mach number of M = 2. 
If this transformation is used a rule rosonlblin3' the Prandtl-Glau.ert 
rule (reference 3) for the subsonic case, where M = 0 is 
the reference Mach number, may be, obtained. This rule may be stated 
as follows: 
The streamline field of the superonic flow for a given body 
at a. stream Mach number M may be calLeuJatod by multiplying the 
given y- and z-dimonsions, including these for the Mach lines, by 
the factor \M2 - 1 and then by calculatinc' the flow about the 
resulting transformed body at the Mach numhor\J2. The pressure p 
and velocity increments u for the given body at the Mach number M 
can then be obtained, by mu1tiplyng the calculated prossuro p and 
velocity increments u at corresponding points of the transformed 
body by the factor
	 -. 
M2-1 
It is interesting to note that the derivation of formulas (13) 
to (15) as given in this paper corresponds to utilizing the solution 
for a transformed. wing for the whole family of wings related to 
this transformation and. then applying the aforementioned modified 
Prandtl-Glauort rule.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Variation of section drag coefficient along span.- Figure 2, 
which was introduced previously to i1lus-ratb the system of Mach 
lines, also shows the variation of section drag coefficient Cd 
along the span. The data are presented for a wing of 450 sweepback 
and thickness ratio of 0.10. Figure 2(a) gives the results for a 
wing of infinite aspect ratio and figure 2(b) gives the results for 
a wing of finite span. 
• In figure 2(a), the data are shown for Mach numbers of 1.100, 
1 . 343, and 1. 1 14. The lowest Mach number 1.100 represents a case 
in which the wing leading edge diverges rapidly from the Mach line 
(upper part of fig. 2(a)). In this case, the section drag coeffi- 
cient Cd haz a. maximum value of 0.0542 at the center section, 
then drops sharply to zero at a distance of 1.13 chords from the 
center line. Beyond this point, the wing shows a negative drag, 
which approaches asymptotically the subsonic value of zero at an 
infinite distance from the wing center., This type of wave-drag 
distribution is similar to that indicated in figure 11 of refer-
ence 1 for a wing of 600 sweepback at a Mach number of 1.14. 
For the higher Mach number 1.343, the spanwise variation of Cd 
is markedly flatter. Unlike the preceding case, the drag coeffi-
cient does not have its maximum value at the center section but, 
at first, increases in the outboard direction, then roaches a. peak 
andfa-i-is-to-zeroata
	 6 .6 chords (not shown in fig. 2(a)). 
At the highest Mach number 1.414, the Mach line becomes coin-
cident with the wing loading edge. In this case, the wing gives 
a very high drag and the section drag coefficient increases in the 
outboard direction, approaching infinity at an lnfi.nito distance 
from the wing center. 
Figure 2(b) illustrates the condition at which the aspect ratio 
is less than 1/\/M2 
-
1' . The calculated case shown is for an aspect 
ratio of 1.86 and Mach number of 1.10. In this case, the two wing 
tips cause increments in section drag coefficien 
the wing,namely,
	
	
t on each half of 
cd1 and. cd11 . Tho tip effect &d at a 
given distance from the tip is independent of 'he aspect ratio. The 
tip effect AcdT1 , however, is a function of the aspect ratio.
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Effect of wing tip on wing-drag coefficient.- Figure 3 shows 
the typical variation with aspect ratio of the increment in CD 
due to the tip A9D
. 
The data are shown for a wing of 450 sweep-
bak. and.a thic1aies ratio of 0.10 for Mach numbers of 1.100, 1.31.3, 
and i,414. The present analysis for the unta.pered wings indicated 
that if the aspect ratio is equal to or greater than 2m/(m + 1), 
the Integrated value of AcdI over the wins Is zero. On this basis, 
if the àepct rtib of the wing is greater than 1/\!1,12 - 1, the 
total increment in drag contributed by tip is zero. As the aspect 
ratio is reduced, the tip effect ICD11 which occurs when the 
aspect ratio is smaller than 11W_-1, however, leads to an 
increase In CD. The ti p effect ACD then rochoo a -oak value at 
certain aspoct ' ratio, but as this aspect ratio io further decreacd, 
D drops sharply. In this case, at aspect ratios of approxi-
mately 0 . 5,	 0D becomes zero and. assumes laro negative values, 
with further roductiona in aspect ratio. For applications to very 
small aspect ratios, howver, tie theory may roc!uira modifications. 
The data. infigure 3 show that as the Mach number is increased, the 
aspect ratio corresponding to zero valueof LCD becomes smaller. 
The tip effects shown in figure 3 for the wing of 45 o sweep-
beck are similar for othe' wings of different swoopback at app'o-
priato aspect ratios. The convor•sion.foiu1as indicated in the 
section entitled. "Analysis' t
 indicate that the aspect-ratio effects 
for wings of different eweep ack correspond qualitatively for equal 
values of the pect-ratio.,parameter A tan A. The Mach. numbers 
for each of the wings differ, however. An aspect ratio of 0.8. 
(fig. 3) for the wing of 450 sweepback at a Mach nuther of 1.10 
for example corresponds to an aspect ratio of 0.8 cot A at a Mach 
number equal to \i+ 1(1-10)2 i] tan2 A fpr any other wing of 
sweepback angle A. 
Variation of wing-drag coefficient with Mach number, sweepback, 
and. slenderness 
'
ratio. - Figure ti shows,
 the variation Of CD rith M' 
for different sweepback angles with constant slenderness ratios. 
The slenderness: ratio represents the ratio of the wing semispan 
measured along- the leading edge to the maximum thickness of the, 
center section. The data are presented for swoepback angles of 300, 
45 1) , 52.5°, and 600 with s1endernsa ratios of 25 and 50. The 
wings in fire ti. for the different s lenderness ratios end steep- 
back ahglee are assuthed to have the same wing area and the same 
profile normal to the wing loading edge. The slenderness ratios 
are based on a thicirnoss ratio of 0.10 measured in a direction
I'IACA MI No. L6K29 
normal to the wing leading edge. The thickness ratio
.
 t/c measured 
in ,
 the flight direction, the 'xefore, ' varies with sweepback as cos A 
or is equal to 0.1 cos A The aspect ratio is reduced with sweep-
back by' the factor'. cá 2 A.
 The aspect ratio is related to the 
slenderness ratio by the formula: 
A=02(i.)c082A 
The plan forms for the different wings are shown in figure Ii. 
The results in figure 1. show that, in general, the drag coef- 
ficient decreases with increasing sweepback. At Vlach numbers for 
which the Mach lines are appreciably ahead of the wing leading..edge, 
increasing the slenderness ratio or aspect ratio gives important 
re.uctions In calculated wave-drag .cpefficient.. At Mach numbers for 
:which the"Mäth lines' àproach the wing leading edge : (M	 A),
however, short wide wings give appreciable reductions in wave-drag 
coefficient. The figure also indicates that the highest wavedrag 
coefficients for the normal range of aspect ratio occur at a Mach 
number equal to see A. 
Effect of aspect ratio on 'wing-drag coefficient.- Figure 5 
indicates the effect of aspect ratio on the wave-drag coefficient 
for the wing. The data in figure 5 show the wave-drag-coefficient 
C]) tan  
parameter
	 plotted. against the aspect-ratio parameter

Atan P. These results____ 
number parameter jM2 - 1 cot A, which correspond to a range of 
Mach number from 1.0 to the secant of the angle of swoepback, 
or l<M< see A.	 •,::	 ;:•• 
Figure 5 shows that for a given value of the Mach number 
parameter, the maximum wave-drag coefficient occurs at a definite 
aspect ratio. For example;
 if A = 450 and SJ7
- i cot A = 0.310 (that Is, M = 1.05) the maximum value of C, occurs at an aspect 
ratio of 0.85. If the aspect ratio is decreased to value smaller 
than 0.8, 0D drops very sharply. Similarly, as the aspect ratio 
Is increased from 0.8, 0D also decreases. Thus, In general for 
the Mach number parameter correpond.ng to: \(12 _:l.cot A 0.310 
the maicimum value of Coccurs at an aspect ratio equal to 
0.85 cot A.	 - 
lication of curves of fi r
 back and aspect ratio. - The scale lab
to 'wings of arbitrar, 
and curves of figure 5
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apply to the series of wings that may be derived from a. basic 
10-percent-thick, 450 swept-back wing.. The labels express the 
transformation equations (13) to (15) . If A is set equal to 450 
and t/c is set equal to 0.10 in these labels to correspond to 
the basic wing, the ordinates become simply CD, the abscissa A 
(aspect ratio), and the curve parameter \fM2 - 1. The results In 
figure 5 may be applied to all swept-back wings covering a range 
of aspect ratio from . 0 to 10 cot A corresponding to a range of 
Mach number from 1.0 to sec A. The data apply specifically to 
untapered wings with biconvex profiles at zero lift with the wing 
tips cut off in the direction of fli&it. The results, however, may 
be applied to indicate approximate results for profiles similar to 
the biconvex. 
• The following empIe is given in order to illustrate the use 
of figure 5. For .a given  wing 
A 700 
A.	 3 
0.05 
M=2.20 
In order to find CD:
A tan A 8.211. 
- 1 cot A = 0.715 
From figure 5, for A tan A .8.2 and JM2l cot A 0.715 
CD tan A
= 0.0123 
100 .(t /c)2
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therefore 
Comparison of theory with experimental results.- Figure.6 
shows a comparison of the theoretical results for wave-drag coeffi-
cient with data obtained from unpublished tests made at the Langley 
Laboratory for swept-back wings attached to a freely falling body. 
The comparison is shown for a wing of 450 sweepback for two aspect 
ratios at zero lift. The aspect ratios for the experimental wings 
based on over-all span were 3.6 and 5.4. Because of the small. 
thickness of the wing section relative to the thiclmess of the 
fuselage (0.72 in. to 10.5 in.), the calculations assumed.that 
the fuselage acted as a perfect reflection plane. On this basis, 
the aspect ratios of 3.6 and 5.4 correspondeci to aspect ratios 
of 2.65 and 4.42. The experimental wing had an NACA 65-009 profile 
taken in the direction normal to the wing leading edge or a thick-
ness ratio of 0.0636 in the flight direction; whereas, the cal- 
culated results are based on a biconvex having the same maximum 
thickness ratio as the experimental profile. The calculated drag 
coefficient CD was obtained by adding the skin-friction drag 
coefficient of 0.0027 to the calculated, wave-drag coefficient. This 
value of 0.0027 for the skin-friction drag coefficient was obtained 
as the minimum drag coefficient from the unpublished experimental 
results-and 
-U-118- value appears_soeat low. The comparison is 
shown for a range of Mach number from 1.0 to 
of the wings are shown in figure 6. 
The comparison in figure 6 indicates that the calculated 
values of the wave-drag coefficients are of the order of magnitude 
of the experimental results. The agreement appears to be closer 
for the wing of higher aspect ratio than for the wing of smaller aspect 
ratio. It should be noted that in addition to the approximations 
inherent in the linearized theory, the calculations do not take 
account of factors such as fuselage interference, boundary-layer 
effects, and the exact profile. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A theoretical investigation has been made of the supersonic 
wave drag of untapered. swept-back wings at zero lift. The wing 
section was biconvex and the wing tip was considered to be cut off 
-
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In the direction of flight. The investigation was limited, to a. 
range of stream Mach number from 1.0 to a value corresponding to 
that at which the Mach line coincided with the wing leading edge. 
Fr this range of Mach number, the following conclusions have been 
drawn:
1. In general, the calculated ve-th'ag coefficient decreased 
with increasing sweepback. 
2. At Mach numbers for which the Mach lines are appreciably 
ahead of the wing leading edge, increasing the slenderness ratio. 
or aspect ratio gave important reduction in the calculated ave- 
drag coefficient. 
3. At Mach numbers for which the Mach lines approach the wing 
loading edge (Mach numbers approaching a value equal to the secant 
of tho angle of sweopback), decreasing the slenderness ratio or 
aspect ratio reduced the calculated wave -dreg coefficient. 
.4. The hi'host calculated wnv drag coefficients for the 
normal range of aspect ratio occurred at a Mach number equal to 
the secant of the angle of swoopback. 
5. The maximum wave-drag coefficient occurred at a definite 
aspect ratio which is determined, by the Mach number and angle of 
sweepback. 
6. For aspect ratios eater than i/\/M2
 - 1, wero M is 
the Mach number, the increment in wave-drag coeff.ciCnt .or the 
wing contributed by the tip was zero. 
7. The variation of the drag with Mach number obtained for 
one swoophack angle for appropriate aspect ratios may be presented 
in a unified form so that the drag for the complete range of sweep- 
back angle, ospoct ratio, and Mach number may he directly determined 
from a. single chart. 
8. A comparison of the theory for a Mach nuifoor range from 1.0 
to 1.25 wIth results obtained frqm tests of swept-back wings attached
NACA PM No. L6K29 	 19 
to a freely falling body Indicated that the calculated values were 
of the order of magnitude of the experimental results. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Con]mittee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va.
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APPEI'DIX A 
F0RMUAS FOR THE T .IThD u IN EQUATION (3) FOR FflflIPE 
UTAPEDD SWiPI-BACK WflGS OF BICONVX 1CUE 
AT 7O LIL'2
IM 
= cot A < 
In order to satisfy the boundary cond.ition for a finite swept-
back wing of biconvex profile, the inte'and u in equation (3), 
may be expressed in terms of components caused. by elementary source 
lines as follows: 
U = U00 + U,0 ±	 + 
(1	 i	 1—	 1-• 
- \O,0 - Uc,0 + E110,0 - uc,O1 
- [ 	 + %/,-h - (/m,h	 ,h)	 (Al) 
where the subscript notation indicates the origin of the source 
line. The bars over u refer to the source l.nes caused by the 
opposite dng panel; that is, U indicates a source line th a 
reversal in the sign of in. 
In equation (Al), the u-functions are given by the real parts 
of the foilojn expressions: 
U	 (x, )
	
I cosh	
x -	 rc32(r - 
Ply 
-	
x - + m32 (y - 
U . ( x, y)	 I cosh
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where , r represents the origin of the elementary source lines. 
For the biconvex profile,
dx - 
and from equation (5), the factor 
r t V	 in I =	 - 
c it 122
\JJ - in 
The symbol	 in equation (Al) refers to an nte'ation opera-
tion which represents the influence of the uniform distribution of 
sink lines along the chord of the biconvex profile. This symbol 
is defined by the following expressions:  
=csh x - -
	 -
 G	 — 
= (y
	
22
cosh
	
- 
dxf	 in	 Ply-ri 
-	 -	
- 
 
1 oshc 	
(y - ii)
	 (A2) 
	
in	
-1 
	 _____ 
y-	 I
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where, for a. biconvex :profile 
dl	 v	 m 
dx -	
t \li-m22 2 
= (t/c) ! __ 
C	
- 22 
Equation (A2) may be expressed s a function o:' 
Y-)	 ( y - r)
(Y
that le 
Then
ç1—(.ç, v) =(y.- D b'T (3? 
The limits of inteations with i'ega'rd to :c. for the section 
drag coefficients and with regard to y for the total wing-drag 
coeff.cient8 are djscued, The u-bnipononts 60,uec1. by each of the 
elementary source lines re zero at all points Outside of the 
respective Mach cones. To iunctJ.ons for the u-inte'and in equa- 
%, J. 	 (3) are therof ore evaluated along the section for values of x 
beginning at the forward boundary of the Mach cone. This integra-
tion gives the section-drag-coe±'fcjent components. Similarly, in 
order to obtain the wing-drag coefficient, tho section drag coo±'fi-
àient components obtained from the respective u-functions are 
evaluated alon the wins span for values of y contained within 
the Mach cone • The following table refers to one side of the win 
(x and y positive) and shows the limits of intoation for x 
and y for the required u-functions:
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Limits of integration 
u-components x y 
Lower Upper Lower Upper 
limit limit limit limit 
U0,0
i.-
y/m
rn
0 h 
110 0' 
uclo	 Uc,0 
1—. 
—u	
—u	 - DC,O
yf3+c +c 
In
0
m 
11	
c
 
Uh/m,h / h 
—(nip + 1) - yç3 Z+c (ir	 A>
nip +i) 
Uh/m,h
( if	 A	 2ni 
ni+1J 
+ 1)
- mc 
-
1-nip 
h/m,-h
yP+(mp + 1) + (±f	 A> - h 
ni+1/ 
-h
0
	 (Jf	 A <	 2m 
1M3+11
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APPENDIX B 
FO1M)LAS FOR WAVE-DRAG COEICrnTS FOR FUTM UNTAPUM 
SWEPT-BACK WINGS OF SY1EThICAL BICONVX PROFILE 
T7OLTh'T ni=cot A< 
Section Drag Coefficieats 
In the following analysis the quantities y and K are 
employed nondimensionaily in terms of the sernichorcl.. The equations 
for the drag coefficients in all cases refer to the real parts of 
the indicated expressions. 
Section drag coefficients without tip effect.- The section drag 
coefficient for the given wing at a apanwise position y and Mach 
number M without the tip effect was 'foind to be as follows: 
The term	 2m, represents a. convenient inte'ation limit 
which indicates the intersection of the Mach line from the center-
y=Km< m 
1 -ni3 
section trailing edge with the wing leadinp, ed.e. For 
c  ( y) = ' Oc\ m(K3 (COSh-1 K + - 2 coal -1 1 \ 
00 Ki'	
a 
1	 1	 -iKl-m'2)+2 +	
.:<2 cosh 
22K3
 - 3K - i) cosh
+ 1) 
	
lK(2K2 - 3) cosh1	 rn'2 + 	 + K'l2K(l - m2) 
	
rnt2) fK + 2)2	 i] ) (Bla)
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For y=Kni>
	
the following expression is added to eua- 
tion (Bla).
	 l-mf3 
f2 na K3 cosh -1 K - 2 
3C1
1
	
	
_1K(l_mt2) 
-2
2 co sh 
1	 2' 
3V1 - 3'	 cfl1 
+ 2(2IC3 - 3K + i) cosh K(a+m2)_ 
2in(K	 1) 
1r2J(ina12)[( K * 2)2	 (I1'	
j f 
where m
	 m13.
(Bib) 
For the special case na	 the ch line coincides 
-
with the wing leading edge, and the expression for the drag coeffi- 
cient obtained as a limiting case (m---*1) for all values of y 
becomes: 
cd(y) 8(t)2 m J3 cosh y	 2[y!+t	 I 
cc	 it c
I.
	 y 1
	 3 
L	 1 
where
= yo 
At the center section, where y or K = 0, equation (Bla) becomes:
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M 
c	 3t C	 22
i At the center section, for y = 0 and. m = -, 
becomes:
ii 
i1113 
ecuation (Be'-:) 
)O 
 
(U. 
C. =— 
• Increment in sectianth'aç; coefficient causedl
	
-ins tips.-
The increment in
	 cauoed by the tips do:end.s on various factors, 
such as the sweep anGle , aspect ratio, and Mach nuther. The following 
types occur in an untapered w1n: 
I. If the aspect ratio of the wine is equal to or greater 
than l/\f- 1
 each tip effects solely ite on half of the wing. 
In this case the effect of the tiD is limited. to the region of the 
winp; outboard. and. rearwar d.
 of the front Mach line originating from 
this tip. (See fig. 2(b).) The region of the wing affected. is 
between values of y from Ii -
	
	 to h. 
m+l 
The increment in section drag coefficient at a Mach number M 
and. spanwiso position y caused by the tip woe founa to be as 
follows: 
Cd ( y) = 	 ,2 2 + rn'2 
It \C 12m _\	 in 
- l2i) cosh	
a	
+ (2m' * 3r)1(a)	
] I
2 
-	 cosh -	 (B3) 41 -
r-1 Yb'(l + M,2) - 
cosh -
2m '(yb ' - h' + in
(B7)
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where the subscript a indicates that the x-axis is shifted to the 
tip section, and yal = and m' = 3. In the plan form of the 
wing
= h +
.ni In equation 63) values for Ya may be taken from - 
to 0. When the Mach line is coincident with the leading edge of the 
airfoil; that is, ni
	 -, the expression forcdI becomes: 
\2 ,2 -
	 -1 Ys + 2 Cd(y) =
	
m•	 - cosh 
7t 'C 	 2	 1a I 
\&'±l 
-	 a	 (3Ya' - 2	 +	 ( B4) 
II. If the aspect ratio of the wing is less than 	 the 
-	 \12..l 
tip on the opposite wing contributes an increment in 
c  in add.!-
-tion tothat-dtscus se-dunder-tye--I-----The-increnient--±n- -cata-
section caused by the opposite tip was obtained. in the followingform: 
ni (
	
)y' - lOh - 2ni i)/. '- 2(h'- mt)I2(ybi)2 
1	 t2 _	 2]-1 
12	 -i.--,	 l]1f 
+	 l[Yb - b h +3ybt(2ht2_mt2)	 3mtdht 3m3 jl - rn'2 	 j 
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where the subscript b indicates that the x-axis is shifted to the 
opposite tip section, and where b 7 	 b' rn' = n43, and h' = hf3. 
In the plafl form of the wing
li 
The limits for Yb to be used in equation (B) depend on the 
value of aspect ratio A relative to the parameter'
	
	 • Thus
iiif3 + 1 
(a) If the aspect ratio of the wing is greater than
m+1 
the front Mach line from the opposite tip intersects the trailing 
edge at a. value f	 2(h_- m) so that values for y in 
equation (B) may be taicen from 
(See fig. 2(b).)
2(h.-m) 
- to 2h at the tip. 1 -
2m (b) If the aspect ratio A is equal to. or less than
m+l 
the front Mach line from the opposite tip intersects the center 
section and values for yb
 In equation (B5) may be taken from h 
to 2h. In this case, the increment In Aca discussed under 
type  I is obtained at spar-wise positions of y5
 from -h to 0. 
When m
, equation (B5) becomes: 
vcTi 
8	 2 I r 
Acdjj	 M ^ Yb
it c
()(7yb - lOh' - 'q;—'--
 - 2(h' - 1)2 - b 
_(Yb 2_ 3h 1Yb 1 ^2h 12_ l) ("..h -1 Ybt_2ht+2)1 
Yb 
+
3
qYb' +	 h
	
__1
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The total increment in drag coefficient at a. section caused by 
the tips is given by
	
ic d.	 Z^cdj +LC 
and the total drag coefficient at the section is 
C =C +& 
	
d.	 LO	 d 
Wing-Drag Coefficients 
Wing-drag coefficient without tip effects.- If the aspect ratio 
is equal to or lesB than	 the wing-drag coefficient without lin3 
the tip effect i s 
 
8 (t 
	
'A'	 (3A' cosh At + 
	
1 l2ni'3 .	 A 
- 6A cosh	 -	 m'(A' + m') 
+ 2A'\ji -
	 )+ -	 cosh	
-	 2)	 ,4.
3m 13 \J1 - m'2L 
+ (2m3 + 3A ,M ,2 - A' 3 ) cosh At (,	 +	 ' 
2ra'(A' + 
+.	 cosh'	 + m121 L 
.11 
where A' = A13 and m' =
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If the a spect ratio is 'eater than 1	
-, the win-drag 
coefficient without tip effect is, 
=	
(1)
2 ;A'	 osh A' 
+ 	 ' 
^ cos'2m
i c 	
-	 A'in'	 A'm' 
.1 
- 6A' cosh	 -	 - mt2) + 
0 
- \A"1 - in') + l m'(m' 
- A')	 2A'\Jl - 
r r 1	
L!m' eosh 3'	
- A'(l - m') + 
±	 - (	 t 
3m'1 - m'	 [	 212 
- cosh 
-1 A'(l -	 - 2m' 1 j 
+ (3A1mt2 - 2m' 3
 - A' 3 ) cosh
1t(At - 
'+ (m'± 2iri'3
 - A' 3)	 + 
+ ni') 
+ (2A - 6A'ni) cosh-1
2m' J,J 
Increment in wing-drag coefficient caused by winr, tips.- If 
the aspect ratio of the wing is equal to or eater than i/, the 
contribution of the wing tips to thewing-th'a coefficient is zero.
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If the aspect ratio of the wing is equal to or greater than
rnf3+1 
the total increment in CD caused by the local tip, or tCDI, 
zero; and the Increment WD Is obtained solely from the effect of 
the tip located on the opposite half of the wing, or
	 For
this case, Integration of 6quatioti (B5) over the wing yields: 
W-M= 8 (t	 1	
' -
	
')(A' + rn)2cosh rn'A' + 1 [(A
 
C y3mt3
J17
 
M. 	
A' +m' 
+ (A' +
	 ')(A' - rn') 2 coah1 1 mIA? 
jAl 
+	 l3L	
- Al2(2	 p2)] cosh
	 -_l A'M.3	 11 
If the aspect ratio of the idng Is less than
	 , the 
Increment WD is affected by both wing tips. For this case, 
integration of equations 03) and (B5) yields: 
=	
) rn(	
_I(A ' - i 	 + 3m,3 1 
+ (A' +
	 ')(A' - rn') 2 cosh*1_-_mA_2m,3coeh1
	
t_At_mt2) 
IA 4
 -	 'I 
- (2m ,3 -	 ' 2A + A'3 ) cosh	 A'(l 
12m'(m' - A')l 
A t	 (
+	
[6m.12_A.t22+m2)i cosh
	 ±m'(m' _AI)+At2mI2) 
+ A'3 cosh
	 A'
 
m'A'
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Total -ing-th'ag coefficient. -
 The total win drg is. obtained 
ae the sum, 
where the components CD and. WTare calculated: from : the fore- 
going equations for the wing-drag coefficient appropriate to the 
aspect ratio of thewing. 
Wing-drag coefficient for special case m
	 .- when the Mach 
1ne coincides uith the wing leading edge (in = ), the wing-drag 
coefficient obtained for all aspect ratios as a limiting case
 
is equal to the real part of the following exesdii: 
in	 (cosh A1+2 +cosh 1	
-- 1.+A'(2 A,2) cosh._' t (C)	 \1 \.
	
A' -	 :' 7	 A' 
+	 A + 2A'	
+	
41 -A' 
(8+ 
2A t 3A t2 VIT T _L 
Wing-Drag Coefficients at Mach Niber of 1.0 
The drag coefficient for ,the wingatM= Ldmaybe exp±ested 
in terms of the following forniilas which were obtained by integrating
 
over the wing the limiting values for Cd in equations (Bi), (B3), 
and (B5) as the factor f3 4 M2 - 1 appro.ches zero:
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(i) If the aspect ratio of the wing is equal to or greater.
 
than 2in 
0D = — —
4	 3 8(t)2	 mI-K +6K + ) log  (ic+ 2) -3 loge 
jo 
+ (K3
 
-'6K - 2) log
	 +	
- 2)1 
+ j	
mf-i + 6K -
	
log (K - 2) - (K -
	
-	
iog( + 2) 
+(ic3 6K) log (K2 -1)21
	
K.l	 31oK log
	 b ---- - IC 
e K + 1 
+ r
	
3(h Y) 2]rl0 c. 2(Yh+ 2mn)J

iih2in 
+
 [
Ly +3h)3 +h2) - 3(h+Y) [los m(y + h)]
	
2m	
m3	 m 
(4y3 6y 
\m3	 in
[loge 2in(y + 
m)i 
h(7y - 3h 2m) (y - h + 2m)f d.,jr	 (B6) 
/ 
where K
111
-
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In equation (B6), the first two integrals represent the drag 
coefficient for the wing without the tip effect; whereas, the last 
integral represents the effect of the tips CDS For this case, 
in which the aspect ratio is equal to or 'eater than	 , the tip 
effect 
'D1 is zero; hence the inteal for the section increments 
in Cd is not given in equation (B6). Equation (B6) has been 
solved for a sweephack angle of 1150 and the results for this sweep 
angle may be converted to other wings of arbitrary sweephack by the 
formulas (13) to (15). For the wing of 150 swoepback, m 1 and 
and A > 2, equation (B6). yields the following result: 
CD	 (t)2(3 ± 12A + 16) 1og (A + 2) 
+ (-A3
 + 12A - 16) log (A
	
2P(A2 12), loge A - A] (B7) 
(2) If the aspect ratio of the wing is smaller than 2rn, the 
upper limit of the first intea1 in equation (B6) is reduced from 2 
to h/rn, the second inte'a1 vanishes, and the lower limit for the 
third integral is reduced from h -. 2m to zero. For this case, 
however, in which the aspect ratio is less than
	 i,	 is not 
zero, and the following integral must be added to those In equa-
tion (B6) to obtain CD: 
8 (IN 
0 
m
-) 
(Ya3ya 
h \2m3 rn) 
ti 
log,
2 (ya + 2m) 
mya 
0
3yak-t + 2m) + 2 log m2 - + ac2m - 
± 2M	
m3	 j a
(38) 
where
YaY1
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For the wing of 450 si'eepback, m = 1, and A < 2, equations (B6) 
and. (B8) yield the same result for CD as that obtained for values 
of A greater than 2, as expressed by equation (137). In this case, 
the real part of log0(A - 2) is used. 
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